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 Introduction 
Do you want to visit a New place in this book  

it tells you all about Ghana I hope you like the book 
 in joy.
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Ghana language

Ghana main language is 
English. They have different  
Tried That speak different 

Languages
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Ghana special location

Ghana has a special location located in 
the wast of Africa
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Ghana flag
 Do you want to know 
what the Colors means 

in the flag rad means the 
people who die and the 
green means the land. 

The gold means the 
minerals.
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Ghana landform 

Ghana landform is Grass and trees and you can 
fide a beech.
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Ghana body of water  

In Ghana they have four oceans so there are four  
body of water 
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Holidays 

One holidays in Ghana is easter

 another holiday in Ghana is 

 tribes is a holiday you celebrate your tribe.
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Food 

In Ghana they have lots of food in Ghana like 
tomatoes, bananas and carrots they have much  

more food.
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 Games

In Ghana they play football but it is actually call Soccer 
and they also play the Olympic.
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 Religion 

One religion they have is Christian 

 Most people are Christian.
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School  
Many school in Ghana have computers and people  

of all ages.
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Art in Ghana  
In Ghana they make art like scarves,mask and little                

 decorations. 
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Music 
In Ghana they have drums 

and a banjo and lots of songs they sing.
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